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It is essential for today's designer to
have a competent understanding of typography
and its many functions. To. understand type,
the designer must first learn how typeforms
evolved, and the reasons behind that evolution.
The purpose of this thesis was to study
the major developments of typeforms throughout
history. After researching the different
aspects of typography, a series of posters
dealing with the chronological growth of
typeforms were to be designed.
The posters were to be educational in
nature, and would attempt to deal with the
highlights or important events in typography.
The aspect of typography to be dealt with
in each poster was chosen after careful re
search into the subject matter.
The number of posters to be completed
was to be decided upon after the research mat
erial was carefully gathered and collated.
The posters were not meant to be an
exhaustive account of this development but




After discussion with thesis advisors,
a set of objectives were drawn up to act as
a guideline in completing the thesis project.
1. To educate myself on the evolution of
typeforms and to determine:
a. why this evolution took place
b. what methods or means were used to aid
in this evolution
c. what effect this evolution had upon
mans,'
development
2. To separate the evolution into several
main developments that will reflect differ
ent time periods and highlights of the
evolution of typeforms
3. To write a brief synopsis dealing with
each development that will serve as
copy on each poster
4. To develop a design system for the
posters that will show the evolution of
typeforms clearly and effectively.
(6)
RESEARCH
The history and development of typeforms
is an immense and complex subject. It covers
thousands of years of development, and the
amount of research material available appears
to be limitless. It became apparent that it
would be profitable to first try to- grasp an
overall view of the development of typeforms.
Then after gaining a general knowledge of the
subject matter it would be simpler to formulate
a list of the highpoints, and research could
become more directed towards certain areas of
history.
After meeting with faculty advisors per
taining to development of ideas, possible
directions and scheduling, I was acknowledged
to proceed with research for the posters. An
important note that surfaced from this meeting
was that the posters should be directed towards
a designers point of view. Also the highlight
ing should deal directly with aspects of typog
raphy that had influence upon designers work
through the ages.
At this point I proceeded with the collation
of research material trying to perceive an
(7)
overall view of the evolution of typeforms.
After collecting material I was able to
make the first selection of topics that were
to be dealt with in each poster. The breakdown
went as follows:
1. Early writing or communication systems
2. Evolution of the alphabet from work signs
3. Roman classical letterforms .
4. Half-unical or development of lowercase
5. Development of moveable type
6. Mechanization of type
7. Cold Type
Within each topic there were to be subdi
visions that would help the observer to under
stand the prpgression from one poster to the
next. These subdivisions were:
1. Time span in which subject matter took place
.2. Examples of the typeforms that were used
during certain time periods and how they
developed
3. The methods or tools used to make the
forms
4. Why this development was important in
leading to the next step
(8)
I then proceeded to research into the
different topics, gathering material and
information. With the large amount of material
available at the Cary Library and the regular
library at R.I.T., it became a problem not to
overlook valuable information. As the research
became more in depth it seemed readily apparent
that it would be improbable to separate the
development of typeforms from the growth
of the printing industry. Since the methods
used dictated to a certain extent the form
typography would take in the future, it was
decided to include the documentation of this
industry as a part of the posters.
After discussion with faculty advisors,
it was agreed to add an introduction poster
to help explain what the series of posters were
about, and why they were important. The poster
dealing with Roman Classical letterforms was
dropped at this time because the necessary
information was covered in a previous poster.
After gathering sufficient research
material the first draft was written and sub
mitted to faculty for their approval. After
acknowledging corrections and changes to be
made in the copy, a final draft was written and
accepted by the faculty advisors.
(9)
DESIGN CONCEPTS AND METHODOLOGIES
The purpose of the posters was to chron
ologically show the evolution of typeforms.
The posters were to be educational in nature
yet, still be visually exciting. Since the
posters were to incorporate a large amount of
information it became necessary to set up a
list of parameters.
1. An organizational grid system will have to
be utilized
2. It should be apparent that each of the
posters are part of a larger family of
posters





4. Each poster should be able to function on
its own
5. At least one other color besides black
should be used
6. The posters will utilize necessary typography
to describe its contents
7. Imagery should reflect written copy
do)
The first step was to devise a grid system
that would help provide visual continuity be
tween the posters but would be flexible enough
to allow variations in each design. Copy size,
title size, image size, poster size, and total
amount of copy per poster were the variables
taken into consideration when formulating the
grid. (Appendix b )
After the grid system was developed, the
next step was the selection of images to be
used in the posters. The images were chosen
on how they coincided and reinforced the written
copy. After the images were selected it became
necessary to write brief statements identifying
each image, and explaining its function within
the poster.
At this point experimentation with differ
ent approaches were tried. (Appendix c ) As
different systems were eliminated, several ideas
became more apparent and necessary. The main
heading, subheading, and image identification
areas would remain in the same position in
each poster. The copy and image areas would
change moderately in each poster allowing for
visual differences. A numbering system was
(11)
devised to identify each poster in its proper
sequence. The copy was to be set in 11 point
Helvetica and the heading and subheadings in
Helvetica light. Helvetica was selected because
of its contemporary simplicity as a sans-serif
typeface.
Since the posters contained a large amount
of information it was determined to have all
the copy printed in a color. The reason was to
help visually simplify the posters by not having
the copy and image areas competing against
each-
other.
After trying several different approaches,
(Appendix d) a final design system was devised
for the posters. The final systems incorporated
line rules to help emphasize important areas
and help direct flow through the posters (Appendix e )
The posters were designed so that they were
individually exciting, but also effective when
displayed as a group. (Appendix f-l )
To help make a rich contrast with the
black image areas, a warm red was chosen for
the copy blocks. The posters also incorporated
large areas of white space to help contrast
the busy information areas in the posters.
(12)
After the designs were approved, two sets
of cromalin proofs were pulled for the finished
art. (Plans are also being made at this time
to have the posters printed as a set.)
(13)
CONCLUSION
At the completion of this thesis project
I have found that the goals and objectives set
have been met satisfactorily.
I have learned and experienced a great
deal about the evolution of typeforms and the
reasons this evolution took place. More
important, I have gained an understanding of
typeforms that will have an influence upon
my work in the future.
The implementation of a design system
for the posters greatly increased my experience
in working out complicated design problems.
This has been a very rewarding experience
that has contributed greatly to my education
as a graphic designer. I only hope that in the







The development of type forms has been a
slow painful process, coinciding with man's
progress and evolution through the ages.
Beginning with man's first marks in stone to
the computerization of typography today', written
communication has changed in many ways.
Conservative estimates put the numbef of type
faces in use today at about 3,000 with at
least 10,000 different designs having been
used at one time or another over the past 500
years.
Types, like all of printing are tools in
communication. Printing puts information into
someone's hands, influences him to feel or
think a certain way, or prompts him to take
or refrain from a certain action. The typeface
determines the way the message looks to the reader,
and this in turn affects the readers reaction
to the printed message.
A great number of people have taken great
pains through 500 years of printing history to
shape type designs that will meet one or more
of the various needs or purposes which printing
serves.
Man's need for communication did not start
with the invention of the printing press, but
began when man evolved. There is a far more
dramatic contrast between the graphic and the
spoken word: between the impact of the human
voice and the cold, silent precision of the
graphic message. Whether it is a printed book
or stone age cave paintings, the special power
with which the written graphic has of repeating
a message long after any man would wish to do so.
It is important for
todays'
man to understand
this development and to appreciate the amount
of time and effort it took to arrive at todays
letterforms. It is even more essential for
today's designers to understand this development
because it is in their hands to use the type
forms of today.
(15) 
This series of posters will attempt to show 
highlights of the evolution of type forms and 
printing processes that helped shape and build 
todays civilization. These posters will try 
to trace how our modern alphabet evolved from 
crude stone age graphics. How the ~ype forms 
were used over the centuries and in some cases 
how they influenced man's decisions and thin~ng. 
To cover this entire evolution in seven posters 
without leaving out details, is almost impossible. 
So, in fact, the highlights or important events 
in this development will be dealt with. On 
close scrutiny the history of type forms is 
inextricably interwoven with the development 
of most human activities including hi~torical, 
cultural, sociological, and scienfific. 
These posters are not meant to be an exhaustive 
account of this development but rather an 





Man's earliest efforts from which a form
of writing developed were intended for both
communication of ideas and for religious
contemplations and expression. Due to an
innate desire to represent events in pictures
and to leave a written record of his deeds,
man has been able to learn from the past.
Rock drawings and stone age cave paintings
done 30,500 years ago can be clearly understood
today.
Some of the earliest communication systems
were simply notched sticks or knotted cords
used by early man to count his livestock or
communicate with neighbors. Proprietary marks
or ownership marks were used by early man to
mark his livestock and other possessions.
Pottery or ceramic marks were used to identify
the pottery or ceramics made by a certain
artist or tribe. These early crude means
of communication took place during the Mnemonic
stage. The Mnemonic stage is the memory aid
ing stage. When some tangible object is used
as a message, or for a record between people.
This stage borders on the symbolic.
Early man used many different methods to
communicate ideas or thoughts, but as civili
zation, grewmore sophisticated, methods of
communication were needed. Pictography or idea
writing developed as a means to communicate
more effectively. Pictography is not concerned
in reproducing a particular subject as faith
ful to nature, but to represent connections,
events, or idea-complexes. The idea or
picto-
graph is usually kept as simple as possible.
Pictographs were used mainly by nomadic hunting
peoples such as the Indians of North and South
America, and the Eskimos. In this early stage
writing was independent of spoken language.
Meaning was not conveyed by vocal sounds but
by pictures. (Pictograms)
(17)
Pictograms gradually lost their pictorial
character and became conventional symbols for
meanings. As conventional signs they were
adapted to the expression of nonpicturable things
or ideas. Written signs at this stage are
called ideograms. In other words, the picture
becomes representative, or is converted into
a symbol. Cuneiform writing, which never
advanced beyond a syllable system of about 80
sounds was a form of ideographic writing. It
was refined first by the peoples of Mesopotamia,
Babylon, and Assyria, and later by the Persians
and Hittites. Cuneiform was a wedged shaped
script usually pressed into clay with a wedged
shaped stylus or reed. Then the clay was left
to bake in the sun. The cuneiform script
reached a syllabic and even a semi-alphabetic
stage. In about 600 B.C., corporations or
scribes were established, and a large library
of cuneiform writing was collected at Neneveh
in Assyria.
The Egyptians and Sumerians for thousands
of years used hieroglyphs, a complicated system
of ideograms and syllabry. These symbols were
elegantly engraved into hard rock in the form
of epitaphs and dedicatory inscriptions. With
hieroglyphs, the sign becomes representational
of the word, idea, and sound. For everyday
demotic scripts and business hieratic were
inscribed on papyrus with reed pens. Egypt
was the first to establish a writing system
with only twenty-four consonants.
Adaption of written characters to be
representation of vocal sounds was a gradual
one. At first used to represent the sound of
a whole word, they soon became used as symbols
for syllables, which could be used in building
larger words. In other words, written charac
ters to represent the elemental sounds or
phonemems, that compose words. This is the
fourth step, or the Phonetic Stage, where the
picture becomes a phonogram or a sound represent
ing sign. Most alphabetic letter systems had
their beginnings in the Syro-Palestinian states.
This was the most important transit and exchange
area in the ancient world.
(18)
There became a need for a more sophisticated
and uniform writing system for which to keep
records of business transactions and to communi
cate with other people. Around 1,000 B.C., the
Phoenicians and Palestinians evolved a highly
practical alphabet of 20 to 30 signs. At
first the alphabet consisted of consonants
only, but diacritical signs for vowels were
added later. The Phoenician script and alphabet
were adapted by other civilizations as trade
and cultural development moved westward. The
Greeks added vowels and gave the letters of
the alphabet their present phonetic meanings.
(19)
Poster #3
Evolution of the Alphabet
Mans transition from barbarianism to civi
lization can be attributed to the development
of the alphabet. Simple .as it now appears
after accustomed use of ages, it can be accounted
not only the most difficult, but also the most
fruitful of all the achievements of the human
intellect.
The alphabet as we know today developed in
three major steps taking thousands of.years to
fully evolve. The Phoenicians devised an
alphabet of twenty-two consonants that was
written from right to left. The Greeks borrowed
the alphabet from the Phoenicians in the 9th
or 10th Century B.C., made many improvements
upon it before passing it on to the Romans.
The Romans took eighteen of the Greek letter-
forms added seven more, made many improvements
upon the alphabet and gave us the Roman
Alphabet, which is the parent of all typeforms.
The Phoenicians lived in the area of the
present states of Lebanon, and Israel, between
the 11th and 2nd Century B.C. They were great
merchants and sea traders in the Mediterranian
during this time period. The Phoenician alphabet
consists of twenty- two consonants, written from
right to left, which is similar to all Semitic
scripts. Some of our present day letter forms
are easily recognizable in their alphabet,
even though their positions and sound-values
may be quite different from what they are now.
The greatest advance that can be credited to
them is that they realized that a small number
of sound-expressing characters if well selected
can be sufficient to express any word.
The Greeks in their contact with the Phoeni
cians saw the value of their alphabetic writing
and inaugurated its use around 1,000 B.C. They
conceived something quite different in the
potential of this new system: It was a way
of preserving knowledge. The Greeks found
use for 15 of the Phoenician letters and then
conceived enough to round out an alphabet of
(20)
24 letters. Along with the alphabet, the
Greeks took the Phoenician names for the letters
and made them Greek. The Alphabet the Greeks
acquired had no vowels only consonants. Without
vowels, it made use of the alphabet limited.
Therefore, the Greeks added four vowels. They
also formalized the letterforms. At first the
alphabet was written from right to left.
Later every other line was written left to
right until the final stage of development saw
all text written from left to right. In
403 B.C. the revised Greek alphabet was officially
adopted by Athens.
Just as the Greek's borrowed and modified
the EhoErilciari alphabet, the Romans adopted and
modified the Greek alphabet. At first, early
Roman inscriptions were just clumsy imitations
of western Greek letterforms, coming to the
Romans from Greek settlers in Southern Italy,
or from the Etruscans, North of Rome.
Eighteen of the Greek letters were used with
seven more added later. The Romans also dropped
the Greek designations for the letters, for
the simpler A,B,C, that is used today. The
letterforms gradually developed by the Romans
continued to evolve for many centuries. Serifs,
which became an important part of Roman
letters, appeared about 300 B.C. The use of
pen or brush on expensive papyrus or parchment
resulted in narrower and more fluid letterforms.
Romans introduced the curve wherever possible,
whereas the early Greek letterforms were angular.
The Romans ran all their letters together.
There was no spacing between words. Their al
phabet was used for reading aloud, which was
so slow the eye could pick out the seperate
words. Although the Romans invented a servicable
alphabet, and gave it beautiful form, it
completely lacked something of equal or even
greater importance, small letters. Their
alphabet consisted of capital letters only.
(21)
Poster #4
Development of Lower Case
The incised Roman capital letters were
majestic for inscribing a monument but were
not realistic for use in books or many other
purposes. In due course, letter forms were
changed to serve other purposes. Between the
incised letters and these new forms, the
Latin Alphabet was given the shapes that still
govern our type forms today.
The Roman scribes, specialists hired to
put down any and all types of communication on
papyrus or Other writing surfaces had tools
which gave them more freedom and flexibility
when writing Roman letterforms. This is the
beginning of the development of lower case
forms. This evolution took many years, and
developed out of a need for an easier to read
letter form. The Roman scribes developed
three types of handwriting or
"Hands"
that
contributed to the evolution of the lower case
letter forms.
Square capitals were an attempt to copy
the inscriptional letters exactly for the pro
duction of formal books. The scribes were using a
different tool, a reed brush on parchment or
vellum, than the stone cutters so their lettering
inevitably differed from inscriptional forms.
This was the first step in the development
of lower case forms because it was the first
attempt at making a less formal Roman letter form.
Rustic capitals were used for less formal
or less important books and documents. The
square capitals were quite wide letters and
vellum was expensive. Expense could be saved
if writing was done in letters that were
narrower and simpler to make. Rustic capitals
were the natural solution to the problem.
Most of the writing done during this time
period was everyday hartd. It was used for
recording business transactions, bookkeeping
correspondence and other similar uses. It did
not look as elegant or formal because it was
(22)
often done in a hurry. The hand was still
based on the inscriptional letters but short
cuts which were less legible were tried and
accepted. These letters were the beginning
of the small letters we know today. An im
portant innovation was the tendency towards
ascenders and descenders. This came from the
natural tendency of a flowing hand to make
flourishes or long sweeping lines. The im
portant fact is that letter forms were being
changed by the tools in use and by the needs
of the users. In other words, form follows
function.
Once every day handwriting began bo develop,
professional scribes gave special attention to
improving this particular kind or writing. The
resultant hand Is called Roman Cursive.
Cursive writing had the feeling of a hand moving
across the page as it wrote. It was reasoned
that in the same way, the eye would flow
more easily across the page. The fact that
cursive letters were born out of a flowing
motion meant that their shape had to be changed
from the original capital letters. Slowly,
they were changing into our small letters,
most conspicuously by the way ascenders and
descenders lengthened.
Unical letter forms grew out of an effort
to develop a beautiful formal letter for Bibles,
andOther important books. With the pen held
horizontal to the letter base the round unical
was achieved by about 300 A.D. The unical
became the dominant formal book hand for five
centuries. The unical was also beginning to
develop some small letters but it is still
classified as a capital letter alphabet.
The half unical was developed at the feame
time out of need for an easier, more condensed
arid more readable hand for ordinary books. It
was greatly influenced by the cursive hand, and
the half-unicals reflect further steps towards
small letters. It is fair to say they repre
sent the invention of the small letter alphabet.
(23)
Poster #5
Development of Movable Type
Moveable type of metal such as we know today
was first developed in Germany, (some claim in
Holland) sometime during the first half of the
15th century. Although printing from moveable
type was practiced in China in the 11th
century, it never spread because the Chinese
language requires too many characters to make
the printing of it practical.
It was discovered during the 15th*century
that an oil varnish with color, employed by
artists, could also be used on a metal sur
face as ink. Combining this knowledge with the
goldsmith's art, some person or persons
cleverly devised a way of casting moveable
types in quantity and printed from then. The
process was first put to practical use about
the middle of the century in the Rhine city of
Mainz. The man usually considered to have
accomplished this was Johann Gutenberg.
The two things to remember about this new
invention are; first, that it spread rapidly
inside Germany itself and then to Other countries;
second, that the first printers drew from the
manuscripts of their period for letter form
models for their typefaces. Since manuscript
books were considered far superior to printed
books, they thought it desirable to imitate them.
What Gutenberg invented was a combination
of processes and materials: He found a way
to cast metal type with precision and in quantity;
he found an ink that would stick to metal;
he contrived a chase to hold the letters toget
her evenly; he adapted the wine press to provide
the tremendous pressure the sticky ink needed;
he devised a way to deliver the printing stock
without smudging, and to allow register or uni
form placement of each sheet. All these
things had to be accomplished before printing
could become an effective and worthwhile invention.
Gutenberg's key invention was a mold which
produced a solid piece of metal type about one
inch high. The mold provided a way of making
each piece of type the same height and depth.
(24)
The letter was cast from a matrix or a reverse
pattern punched into a flat piece of brass and
incorporated in the bottom of the mold.
As a first step in making a matrix, a
punch cutter had to cut the face of a piece of
type on the end of a rod of steel. This is
where the chief skill comes in and for hundreds
of years the punch-cutter was the true designer
of type. Whatever way he cut the steel, was
the way the printed letter was going to look.
The steel punch was then hammered to drive the
reverse impression on to a flat brass piece.
With the matrix now in the bottom of the mold
and the sides of the mold in place, a *hot melted
alloy (lead, tin, and atimony) was poured in.
When the metal cooled and hardened, it was
taken from the mold and any excess metal was
removed and the piece of type was cleaned of
burrs .
Every piece of type was made in that manner.
To print one job a printer had to have between
15,000 and 20,000 separate pieces of type all
made by hand. Once the type was made, it
saved many hours of scribes work, and produced
books much faster and much more accurately.
One part of the invention of printing that
was not even given thought at the time was
that the invention of the typeface as a distinct
form different from hand-drawn letters.
Printing started as a cheaper substitute
for hand- lettered manuscripts, and like all
substitutes, it was considered very inferior.
The printers, therefore, tried their best to
make their work look like manuscripts, this
meant that they cut their typefaces % to look
as much like handwriting as possible.
In time, printers learned that printed
works did not have to pass as imitation
manuscripts, and that typefaces designed
especially for jprinting could be more
legible and economical, (because the letters
were smaller, a book required fewer pages).
As a result, printing developed as a separate




Printing was one of the first Industries
to be truly mechanized. In fact, printing was
so fully mechanized in the 19th century
Industrial Revolution, that it allowed itself
to lag behind during the early 20th century,
and is now moving to catch up with higher
levels of technology.
The mechanization of the printing industry
has affected type and type design greatly.
In 1814, Friedrich Koenig built two steam power
presses for the Times of London. These presses
could print 1,100 sheets an hour as compared
to 250 sheets an hour on a hand press. With
a way to make ink rollers and curved stereotype
plates, the type form itself could be a cylinder,
and presses were soon rolling out complete
newspapers by the thousands an hour.
The developments increased the,quantity of
reading matter enormously and reduced the price
at the same time. That, in turn, not only
greatly reduced illiteracy, but built up a
tremendous appetite for the printed word.
Printers needed some way to save the enormous
expense of setting type by hand, and taking the
time to resort the type after usage. The first
idea was to print from a
"Stereotype"
metal
plate cast from a mold made by the type instead
of printing from the original type. Then,
if duplicate plates of the pages could be
printed on different presses at the same time,
this would speed up production. A higher
quality version of the stereotype,
"Electrotyping'
was invented in 1839. The coated surface of
the plate is copper or nickel, much harder
than the lead stereo plate. Even more impor
tantly, the duplicate matrices could be hardened
in the same way, and thus provide as serviceable
a matrix as a strike from a steel punch.
This method did reduce the quality of the letter,
and a better way of making duplicate matrices
still had to be invented.
David Bruce, Jr. in 1838 patented a type
casting machine which not only pumped in the
metal but turned out letters in a continuous
(26)
row. It provided relatively inexpensive hand
set types which could be melted down instead
of distributed back to the type cases. Type
cast by the Bruce Machine later came to be
called "Foundry
Type,"
because it cast type
in a harder metal alloy.
In 1884, Linn Boyd Benten invented a
machine that made a uniform process out of
punchcutting by use of a pantograph. The
pantograph principle allows an operator to
trace a large pattern at one end and have it
reproduced simultaneously as a cutout punch
in a piece of steel, in exact proportion, to
the precise size desired at the otherend.
The4 pantograph was a boom for making type in
wood. Wood type made of close grain boxwood,
cut at the end of the grain, was not only
durable, but as precise as metal type, while
being much lighter, cheaper, and easier to
produce .
The Linotype invented by Otto Mergenthaler
in 1886 cast a whole spaced line of metal
letters at one time, and in one piece called
a slug. The setting of the matrices was done
from a typewriter- like keyboard. After use,
the matrices were automatically redistributed
and the lineotype slugs remelted to be used
again later.
Monotype was introduced in 1887, by Talbert
Lanston. An operator sets the type by punch
ing holes in a paper tape from a keyboard.
A second machine, controlled by the paper tape
then casts separate letters of type in the
desired length on line, with proper spacing
between words.
The Ludlow, a device invented in 1911, by
Washington L. Ludlow, compromised between
hand-
setting and expendable type. Matrices were set
by hand in a composing stick and from this a
slug is cast to the desired length, with all
the letters in one piece. The Ludlow is
especially useful for large sizes.
What all these new machines did was to make
the printing plant a typefoundry again. It
(27)
had plentiful supplies of matrices of great
variety, and machinery to cast precise type in
any desired quantity. The result was that
printers bought more matrices and type as more
faces became available, and dropped the old
idea of concentrating on one kind of typeface.
Printers began building up a range of typefaces
to offer and attract customers.
The new freedom created by the flood of
new printing equipment added to the competition
among manufacturing giants and created a tre
mendous profusion of typefaces. In time there
came a conscious awareness of the typorama or
the idea that it is not only possible but very
useful to offer designers and printers a whole
range of typefaces to chose from. To get this
range, and to keep expanding it, national
lines were crossed without regard, until type
design and type producing became fully universal.
Today, anything that can be envisioned and




Unusual as it may seem, after such a wealth
of type had been developed, the next step in
the printing industry threatened to eliminate
true printing type.
For hundreds of years, printing had consis
ted solely of pressing a piece of type against
paper. During the 1930 's, an entirely different
printing principle was perfected called offset
photolithography. The idea is old, lithography
was invented in 1798, and photography in 1824,
and from the beginning there were efforts to
combine the two. In the modern system, an
image is transferred by a photographic system
on to a flat metal plate that is chemically
treated so that printing parts of the surface,
will attract oil (printing ink) whereas the
non-printing parts will pick up water separate
inked and water-wetted rollers pass over the
plate. Then paper stock is pressed against
the plate and takes off the ink to make a print.
Since this takes pressure and paper is rough
and abrasive, the image would be worn off
after a few impressions. Therefore, a soft
rubber blanket is rolled over the inked plate
and then over the paper. The blanket takes
the ink from the plate without much pressure
and with no wear, then offsets or prints the
ink on to paper, again with no wear.
What is important concerning typefaces,
is that anything that can be photographed, can
be printed in this manner. This means that
a handwritten message, a typewritten sentence,
or a piece of previously printed matter can
be copied and printed exactly.
Offset printing, which has < in many ways
proved more versatile, simpler and cheaper
than letterpress printing, especially in repro
ducing illustrations, has also made
cold- type
production an important part of the printing
industry. In fact, giving matters a reverse
twist, the advantages of cold type have proved
so great that letterpress manufacturers have
now invented ways to use cold type in producing
new kinds of raised- letter plates.
(29)
New machines were invented that could also
reshape the letters in various ways. It could
make them grow taller, shrink, stretch out,
curve, and any other various distortion that
the mind dould conceive. Photographic distor
tions can create new letter forms that are,
in effect, additional family members of a
typeface. Photography is a potent tool for
creating typefaces. A good creative mind
can make literally infinite numbers of family
variants and broaden the assortment .of type
faces considerably.
To create a new matrice all that is needed
is some kind of hand lettering and a set of
negatives can be made for photosetting. In
other words, instant matrices. In fact,
thousands of new typefaces have been made in
just a few years, perhaps as many as were
created in metal type in the whole history of
printing.
The manufacturers of hot metal typecasting
composition machines are now also making
photo-
setters which use negatives instead of molds.
They turn out copy for platemaking either in
strips or sheets on paper or in photographic
negative form. In other words, they produce
letters that look exactly like type without
any use of metal type, or even type matrices.
So far, mostly standard type faces have
been used for photographic designs. Gradually,
improvements are being made in the printing
industry concerning typefaces. For instance,
letters fit together better, and can handle
the kerning problem more easily
In the most advanced stages of photosetting,
computers process the composing tape and the
ultimate goal is a fully automated system
which can make corrections and set type faster
than any man can.
Photosetting has Opened the door to type
design and change to Individuals that in the
past would never had the opportunity to design
typeforms. More inovative and new methods of
using and displaying type have been tried over
the last few years than over the last century.

































The development of type forms has been a
slow painful process, coinciding with man's
progress and evolution through the ages.
Beginningwithman's firstmarks in stone to the
computerization of typography today, written
communication has changed in many ways.
Conservative estimates put the number of
typefaces in use today at about 3,000 with at
least 10,000 different designs having been
used at one time or another over the past
500 years.
Types, like all of printing are tools in com
munication. Printing puts information into
someone's hands, influences him to feel or
think a certain way, or prompts him to take or
refrain from a certain action. The typeface
determines the way the message looks to the
reader, and this in turn affects the readers re
action to the printed message.
A great number of people have taken great
pains through 500 years of printing history to
shape type designs that will meet one or
more of the various needs or purposes which
printing serves.
Man's need for communication did not start
with the invention of the printing press, but
began when man evolved. There is a far more
dramatic contrast between the graphic and
the spoken word: between the impact of the
human voice and the cold, silent precision of
the "graphic message. Whether it is a printed
book or stone age cave paintings, the special
power with which the written graphic has of
repeating a message long after any man would
wish to do so.
It is important fortoday's man to understand
this development and to appreciate the amount
of time and effort it took to arrive at todays
letterforms. It is evermore essential for today's
designers to-understand this development
because it is in their hands to use the type
forms of today.
This series of posters will attempt to show
highlights of the evolution of type forms and
printing processes that helped shape and
build
todays civilization. These posters will try to
trace how our modern alphabet evolved from
crude stone age graphics. How the type forms
were used over the centuries and in some cases
how they influenced man's decisions and
thinking. To cover this entire evolution in seven
posters without leaving out details, is almost
impossible. So, in fact, the highlights or im
portant events in this development will be




forms is inextricably interwoven with the
development of most human activities in
cluding historical, cultural, sociological and
scientific. These posters are not meant to be
an exhaustive account of this development
but rather an educational highlighting of the
development of type forms.
Image Doscriplions
1. Egyptian Hieroglyphics
2. Early Roman Inscription
3. Roman Classical Lellei Forms
4. Illumanaled Letter Form
S. Platform and Face ol a Piece ol Metal Type
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Man's earliest efforts from which a form of
writing developed were intended for both
communication of ideas and for religious con
templations and expression. Due to an innate
desire to represent events in pictures and to
leave, a written record of his deeds, man has
been able to learn from the past. Rock drawings
and stone age cave paintings done 30,500
years ago can be clearly understood today.
Some of the earliest communication systems
were simply notched sticks or knotted cords
used by early 'man to count his livestock or
..
communicate with neighbors. Proprietary
marks or ownership marks were used by early
man to mark his livestock and other posses
sions. Pottery or ceramic marks were used to
identify the pottery or ceramics made by a
certain artist or tribe. These early crude means
of communication took place during the
Mnemonic stage. The Mnemonic stage is the
memory aiding stage. When some tangible
object is used as a message, or for a record
between people. This stage borders on the
symbolic.
Early man used many different methods to
communicate ideas or thoughts, but as civili
zation grew more sophisticated, methods of
communication were needed. Pictography
or idea writing developed as a means to
com
municate more effectively. Pictography is not
concerned in reproducing a particular subject
as faithful to nature, but to represent connec
tions, events, or idea-complexes. The idea or
pictograph is usually kept as simple as possible.
Pictographs were used mainly by nomadic
hunting peoples such as the Indians of North
and South America, and the Eskimos. In this
early stage writing was
independent of spoken
language. Meaning was not conveyed by vocal
sounds but by pictures, (Pictograms)
Pictograms gradually lost their pictorial
character and became conventional symbols for
meanings. As conventional signs they were
adapted to the expression of nonpicturable
things or ideas. Written signs at this stage
are called ideograms. In other words, the pic
ture becomes representative, or is converted
into a symbol. Cuneiform writing, which never
advanced beyond a syllable system of about
80 sounds was a form of ideographic writing.
It was refined first by the peoples of Mesopo
tamia, Babylon, and Assyria, and later by the
Persians and Hittites. Cuneiform was awedged
shaped script usually pressed into clay with
a wedged shaped stylus or reed.
Then the clay
was left to bake in the sun. The cuneiform
script reached a syllabic and even a
semi-
alphabetic stage. In about 600 B.C., corpora
tions^ scribes were established, and a large
library of cuneiform writing was collected at
Neneveh in Assyria.
The Egyptians and Sumenans for thousands
of years used hieroglyphs, a complicated
system of ideograms and syllabry. These sym
bols were elegantly engraved into hard rock
in the form of epitaphs and dedicatory inscrip
tions. With hieroglyphs, the sign becomes
representational of the work, idea, and sound.
For everyday demotic scripts and business
hieratic were inscribed on papyrus with reed
pens. Egypt was the first to establish a writing
system with only twenty-four consonants.
Adaptation of written characters to the
representation of vocal sounds was a gradual
one. At first used to represent the sound of a
wholework, they soon became used as symbols
for syllables, which could be used in building
largerwords. In otherwords,written characters
to represent the elemental sounds or phonemes,
that compose words. This is the fourth step,
or the Phonetic Stage, where the picture
becomes a phonogram or a sound representing
sign. Most alphabetic letter systems had their
beginnings in the Syro-:alestinian states. This
was the most important transit and exchange
area in the ancient world
There became a need for a more sophisti
cated and uniform writing system for which
to keep records of business transactions and to
communicate with other people. Around
1,000 B.C., the Phoenicians and Palestinians
evolved a highly practical alphabet of 20 to 30
signs. At first the alphabet consisted of con
sonants only, but diacritical signs for vowels
were added later. The Phoenician script and
alphabet were adapted by other civilizations
as trade and cultural development moved
westward. The Greeks added vowels and gave














1. Cave Fresco al Altamira Painted during the
Paleolithic Era. or trie second period ol the
stone age characterized by rough orchipped
stone Implements Painted pictures part ol a
battle ihHt took placeduring Ihis timeperiod
2. Two
example-
of pictograph writing The
lirsl possibly representing a journey (o the
lar north by a man wearing snow shoes
(Norse RocK Tracingl Secondly, an Ameri
can Indian pictograph depicting an Ojlbway
3. Cuneiform writing on a chaldean clay brick.
These are wedged-shaped characters in
scribed In clay tablets, cylinders, and monu
ments ol Assyria, Babylonia, and other Near
Eastern countries Almost purely pictorial.
had little bearing on Ihe derivation ol our
present alphabet.
4 Stele ot Price Khui Dynasty XII. C.19O0
B C Khui Is shown before Ihe votive offer
ings From the nghl his son approaches the
offering stand bearing tbe leg ol an on
The two horizontal lines ol script contain the
funerary prayer to Ihe Gods Osiris and
5. Egyptian Hieralic Script This script devel
oped fromHieroglyphics Aconventionalized
form of the prototype used mostly by priests
The best example ol this script is a papyrus
missal known as the "Book of the Dead
'
8. Early Phoenician inscription Phoenician
alphabetmayhave possiblyevolved from Ihe
Egyptian Hieratic Script Development of Ihe
two alphabets is curiously parallel Their







Man's transition from barbarianism to
civilization can be attributed to the develop
ment of the alphabet. Simple as it now appears
after accustomed use of ages, it can be ac
counted not only the most difficult, but also the
most fruitful of all the achievements of the
human intellect.
The alphabet as we know today developed
in three major steps taking thousands of years
to fully evolve. The Phoenicians devised an
alphabet of twenty-two consonants that was
written from right to left. The Greeks borrowed
the alphabet from the Phoenicians in the 9th
or 10th Century B.C., made many
improve- >
ments upon it before passing it on to the
Romans. The Romans took eighteen of the
Greek letterforms added seven more, made
many improvements upon the alphabet and
gave us the Roman Alphabet, which is the
parent of all typeforms.
The Phoenicians lived in the area of the
present states of Lebanon and Israel, between
the 11th and 2nd Century B.C. They were
great merchants and sea traders in the
Medi-
terranian during this time period. The Phoeni
cian alphabet consists of twenty-two con
sonants, written from right to left, which is
similar to all Semitic scripts. Some of our
present day letter forms are easily recognizable
in their alphabet, even though their positions
and sound-valves may be quite different from
what they are now. The greatest advance
that can be credited to them is that they real
ized that a small number of sound-expressing
characters if well selected can be sufficient
to express any word.
The Greeks in their contact with the
Phoenicians saw the value of their alphabetic
writing and inaugurated its use around
1,000
B.C. They conceived something quite different
in the potential of this new system: It was away
of preserving knowledge. The Greeks
found
use for 15 of the Phoenician letters and then
conceived enough to round out an alphabet of
24 letters. Along with the alphabet, the Greeks
took the Phoenician names for the letters
and made them Greek. The Alphabet the
Greeks acquired had no vowels only consonants'.
Without vowels, it made use of the alphabet
limited. Therefore, the Greeks added four
vowels. They also formalized the letterforms
At first the alphabet was written from right
to left Later every other line was written left.
to right until the final stage of development
saw all text written from left to right. In 403
B C the revised Greek alphabet was officially
adopted by Athens.
Just as the Greek's borrowed and modified
the Phoenician alphabet, the Romans adopted
and modified the Greek alphabet. At first,
early Roman inscriptions were just clumsy
imitations of western Greek letterforms, com
ing to the Romans from Greek settlers in
Southern Italy, or from the Etruscans, North
of Rome. Eighteen of the Greek letters were
used with seven more added later. The Romans
also dropped the Greek designations for the
letters, for the simplerA,B,C, that is used today.
The letterforms gradually developed by the
Romans continued to evolve formany centuries
Serifs, which became an important part of
Roman letters, appeared about 300 B.C. The
use of pen or brush on expensive papyrus or
parchment resulted in narrower and more fluid
letterforms. Romans introduced the curve
wherever possible, whereas the early Greek
letterforms were angular. The Romans ran
all their letters together. There was no spacing
between words. Their alphabet was used for
reading aloud,whichwas so slow the eye could
pick out the separate words. Although the
Romans invented a serviceable alphabet, and
gave it beautiful form, it completely lacked
something of equal oreven greater importance,









1. Example of Phoenician Alphabet Reads
Righl to Lell
2. Classical Greek Alphabet after 400 B C. The
date which (he Greeks began to develop
Ihelr letters from Semitic Phoenician sources
has been placed at aboutNinth Century B C
3. Oldest Latin Inscription on the buckle of
Numasius Irom Praeneste Note that insenp-
lion moves Irom right to left The writ!an
letter forms developed more in Ihe direction
ol simplicity and smoothness ol the individ
ual characters
4. Lapis Niger from the Forum.Rome Old stone
inscription Slh century B C







The incised Roman capital letters were
majestic for inscribing a monument but were
not realistic for use in books or many other
purposes. In due course, letter forms were
changed to serve other purposes. Between the
incised letters and these new forms, the Latin
Alphabetwas given the shapes that still govern
our type forms today
The Roman scribes specialists hired to put
down any and all types of communication on
papyrus or other writing surfaces had tools
which gave them more freedom and flexibility
when writing Roman letterforms. This is the
beginning of the development of lower case
forms This evolution took many years, and
developed out of a need for an easier to read
letter form. The Roman scribes developed
three types of handwriting or
"Hands"
that
contributed to the evolution of the lower case
letter 'forms.
Square capitals were an attempt to copy the
inscriptional letters exactly for the production
of formal books. The scribes were using a
different tool, a reed brush on parchment or
vellum, than the stone cutters so their lettering
inevitably differed from inscriptional forms.
This was the first step in the development of
lower case forms because it was the first
attempt at making a less formal Roman
letter form.
Rustic capitals were used for less formal or
less important books and documents. The
square capitals were quite wide letters and
vellum was expensive. Expense could be saved
if writing was done in letters that were nar
rower and simpler to make. Rustic capitals
were the natural solution to the problem.
Most of the writing done during this time
period was everyday hand. It was used for
recording business transactions, bookkeeping
correspondence and other similar uses. It did
not look as elegant or formal because it was
often done in a hurry The hand was still based
on the inscriptional letters but short-cutswhich
were less legible were tried and accepted.
These letters were the beginning of the small
letters we know today. An important innova
tion was the tendency towards ascenders and
descenders This came from the natural
tendency of a flowing hand to make flourishes
or long sweeping lines. The important fact is
that letter forms were being changed by the
tools in use and by the needs of the users. In
other words, form follows function
Once every day handwriting began to
develop, professional scribes gave special
attention to improving this particular kind of
writing. The resultant hand is called Roman
Cursive. Cursive writing had the feeling of a
hand moving across the page as it wrote. It was
reasoned that in the same way, the eye would
flow more easily across the page. The fact
that cursive letters were born out of a flowing
motion meant that their shape had to be
changed from the original capital letters.
Slowly, they were changing into our small
letters, most conspicuously by theway ascend
ers and descenders lengthened.
Unical letter forms grew out of an effort to
develop a beautiful formal letter for Bibles,
and other important books. With the pen held
horizontal to the letter base the round unical
was achieved by about 300 A.D. The unical
became the dominant formal book hand for
five centuries. The unical was also beginning
to develop some small letters but it is still
classified as a capital letter alphabet.
The half unical was developed at the same
time out of need for an easier, more condensed
and more readable hand for ordinary books
It was greatly influenced by the cursive hand,
and the half-unicals reflect further steps
towards small letter forms. In fact, the half-
unicals are often classified with small letters.
It is fair to say they represent the invention of
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1. Roman square capitals Virgil, fourih-litih
century Slowly written and slowly read
geometric forms No spaces were used
between words and sentences Arrangement
and spacing are inscriptional. Ihe pen forms
Ihe thicks and thins, and serifs
2. Roman Rustic Capitals Virgil, fourth-filth
century A pen form, condensed, flowing
and rhythmic, il makes a rich feature on the
page Very hard to read
3. Roman averydSy hand A bill written on
papyrus, 167 A 0 Hand was still based on
Inscriptionel letters but wrillcn with a free-
flowing hand
4. Umeals Gospels, siith-sevenlh century
Near lo square caps in grandeur and lormal-
ity Show many signs of breakdown ol cap
ital letters The ascending and descending
strokes make Ihe page more legible and
5. Hall-Umcals St Hllarws de Tnnitate.
500A D. New lowercase forms predominate
and the page becomes informal ana irregular
The page is more legible and me long
ascenders produce a unified bui iigniei



























Moveable type of metal such as we know
today was first developed in Germany, (some
claim in Holland) sometime during the first
half of the 15th century. Although printing from
moveable type was practiced in China in the
11th century, it never spread becausethe
Chinese language requires too many charac
ters to make the printing of it practical.
It was discovered during the 15th century
that an oil varnish with color, employed by
artists, could also be used on a metal surface
as ink. Combining this knowledge with the
goldsmith's art, some person or persons
cleverly devised a way of casting moveable
types in quantity and printed from them. The
process was first put to practical use about the
middle of the century in the Rhine city ofMainz
The man usually considered to have accom
plished this was Johann Gutenberg.
The two things to remember about this new
invention are; first, that it spread rapidly
inside Germany itself and then to other coun
tries; second, that the first printers drew from
the manuscripts of their period for letter form
models for their typefaces Since manuscript
books were considered far superior to printed
books, they thought it desirable to imitate them.
What Gutenberg invented was a combination
of processes and materials: He found a way to
cast metal type with precision and in quantity;
he found an ink that would stick to metal; he
contrived a chase to hold the letters together
evenly; he adapted the wine press to provide
the tremendous pressure the sticky ink needed;
he devised a way to deliver the printing stock
without smudging, and to allow register or
uniform placement of each sheet. All these
things had to be accomplished before printing
could become an effective and worthwhile
invention.
Gutenberg's key invention was a mold which
produced a solid piece of metal type about one
inch high. The mold provided a way of making
each piece of type the same height and depth.
The letter was cast from a matrix or a reverse
pattern punched into a flat piece of brass and
incorporated in the bottom of the mold.
As a first step in making a matrix, a punch
cutter had to cut the face of a piece of type on
the end of a rod of steel. This is where the
chief skill comes in and for hundreds of years
the punch-cutterwas the true designer of type.
Whatever way he cut the steel, was the way
the printed letter was going to look. The steel
punch was then hammered to drive the reverse
impression on to a flat brass piece. With the
matrix now in the bottom of the mold and the
sides of the mold in place, a hot melted alloy
{lead, tin, and antimony) was poured in. When
the metal cooled and hardened, it was taken
from the mold and any excess metal was
removed and the piece of type was cleaned
of burrs.
Every piece of type was made in that manner.
To print one job a printer had to have between
15,000 and 20,000 separate pieces of type all
made by hand. Once the type was made, it
saved many hours of scribes work, and pro
duced books much faster and much more
accurately.
One part of the invention of printing thatwas
not even given thought at the time was that
the invention of the typeface as a distinct form
different from hand-drawn letters.
Printing started as a cheaper substitute for
hand-lettered manuscripts, and like all sub
stitutes, it was considered very inferior. The
printers, therefore, tried their best to make
their work look like manuscripts, this meant
that they cut their typefaces to look as much
like handwriting as possible.
In time, printers learned that printed works
did not have to pass as imitation manuscripts,
and that typefaces designed especially for
printing could be more legible and economical,
(because the letters were smaller, a book re
quired fewer pages). As a result, printing




1. Hand-Casting mold It consists ol two halfs
lhat III together to form a casting Bo* ol
adjustable dimensions When matr in is put
In place It blocks one end The other and Is
tlared lo form a tunnel shapewhen two halls
ere pui together
2. Gutenberg'3 modified wine press and a later
improved version Ader inking the type form,
paper was then placed on Ihe Inked type
A heavy flat surface, the platen was firmly
pressed down on lo Ihe type, and the paper
was removed by hand
3. Steps In the manufacturing of lype First a
)l the le
is Ihen
a punch The punch was then si
brass square (AMatrix) Thema
tilled inlo an adjustable mold si
4. Blow-up of type forms used by Gutenberg.
5. Forty-two line bible. Gutenberg. 1455 His
ingenuity In many aspects ol printing, and
in book production made his printed books
the equal ol Ihe hand written manuscripts
The easily contused letter forms make the
words rigid and sialic and hard to read
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Printing was one of the first industries to be
truly mechanized In fact, printing was so
fully mechanized in the 19th century Industrial
Revolution, that it allowed itself to lag behind
during the early 20th century, and is now
moving to catch up with higher levels of
technology.
The mechanization of the printing industry
has affected type and type design greatly. In
1814, Friednch Koenig built two steam power
presses for theTimes of London.These presses
could print 1,100 sheets an 'hour as compared
to 250 sheets an hour on a hand press. With
away tomake ink rollers and curved stereotype
plates, the type form itself could be a cylinder,
and presses were soon rolling out complete
newspapers by the thousands an hour.
The developments increased the quantity of
reading matter enormously and reduced the
price at the same time. That, in turn, not only
greatly reduced illiteracy, but built up a tre
mendous appetite for the printed word.
Printers needed some way to save the
enormous expense of setting type by hand,
and taking the time to resort the type after
usage. The first idea was to print from a
"Stereotype"
metal plate cast from a mold
made by the type instead of printing from the
original type. Then, if duplicate plates of the
pages could be printed on different presses
at the same time, this would speed up produc
tion. A higher quality version of the stereotype.
"Electrotyping"
was invented in 1839. The
coated surface of the plate is copper or nickel,
much harder than the lead stereo plate. Even
more importantly, the duplicatematrices could
be hardened in the same way, and thus provide
as serviceable a matrix as a strike from a
steel punch. Thismethod did reduce the quality
of the letter, and a better way of making dup
licate matrices stillhad to be invented.
David Bruce Jr. in 1838 patented a type
casting machine which not only pumped in the
metal but turned out letters in a continuous
row. It provided relatively inexpensive hand
set types which could be melted down instead
of distributed back to the type cases. Type
cast by the Bruce Machine later came to be
called "Foundry Type", because it cast type
in a harder metal alloy.
In 1884, Linn Boyd Benten invented a
machine that made a uniform process out of
punchcutting by use of a pantograph. The
pantograph principle allows an operator to
trace a large pattern at one end and have it
reproduced simultaneously as a cu't-out punch
m a piece of steel, in exact proportion, to the
precise size desired at the other end. The
pantograph was a boom for making type in
wood.Wood typemade of close grain boxwood,
cut at the end of the grain,was not only durable,
but as precise as metal type, while being much
lighter, cheaper, and easier to produce.
The Linotype invented by Otto Mergenthaler
in 1886 cast a whole spaced line of metal
letters at one time, and in one piece called a
slug. The setting of the matriceswas done from
a typewriter-like keyboard. After use, the
matrices were automatically redistributed and
the linotype slugs remelted to be used again
later
Monotypewas introduced in 1887, by Talbert
Lanston. An operator sets the type by punching
holes in a paper tape from a keyboard. A second
machine, controlled by the paper tape then
casts separate letters of type in the desired
length of line, with proper spacing between
words
The Ludlow, a device invented in 1911, by
Washington L. Ludlow, compromised between
hand-setting and expendable type. Matrices
were set by hand in a composing stick and from
this a slug is cast to the desired length, with
all the letters in one piece. The Ludlow is
especially useful for large sizes.
What all these newmachines did was tomake
the printing plant a typefoundry again. It had
plentiful supplies of matrices of great variety,
and machinery to cast precise type in any
desired quantity. The result was that printers
bought more matrices and type as more faces
became available, and dropped the old idea of
concentrating on one kind of typeface. Printers
began building up a range of typefaces to
offer and attract customers.
The new freedom created by the flood of new
printing equipment added to the competition
among manufacturing giants and created a
tremendous profusion of typefaces. In time
there came a conscious awareness of the
typorama or the idea that it is not only pos
sible but very useful to offer designers and
printers a whole range of typefaces to choose
from ..Toget this range, and to keep expanding
it, national lines were crossed without regard,
until type design and type producing became
fully universal. Today, anything that can be





Pantograph.c punch-cutter The pantograph
dolt) was used to make drawings larger or
smaller In 1BB4 Linn Boyd Benton, im
proved the tool enough lo gel a patent and
used it lo cul metal lype
Linotype Machine cast a one-piece line ol
lype toapredetermined length Operatorsits
at a keyboard and punches keys thai re
leasesmatrices to assemble a line The oper
ator then moves the lino Into a casting
Monotype System consisted twomachines.
keyboard and easier The keyboard is used
to punch a perforated tape in code The tape
is then run Ihrough the castor which molds
single characters, properly spaced in lines
ol preset width.
Example of early twentieth century typog
raphy Breaking away Irom the norms of Ihe
period Technique, lunclion, and formal















Unusual as it may seem, after such a wealth
of type had been developed, the next step in the
printing industry threatened to eliminate true
printing type.
For hundreds of years, printing had consisted
solely of pressing a piece of type against paper
During the 1930's, an entirely different print
ing principle was perfected called offset
photolithography. The idea is old, lithography
was invented in 1798, and photography in 1824,
and from the beginning there were efforts to
cpmbine the two. In the modern system, an
image is transferred by a photographic system
on to a flat metal plate that is chemically
treated so that printing parts of the surface will
attract oil (printing ink) whereas the non
printing parts will pick up water separate inked
and water-wetted rollers pass over the plate.
Then paper stock is pressed against the plate
and takes off the ink to make a print. Since
this takes pressure and paper is rough and
abrasive, the image would be worn off after a
few impressions. Therefore, a soft rubber
blanket is rolled over the inked plate and then
over the paper. The blanket takes the ink from
the plate without much pressure and with no
wear, then off-sets or prints the ink on to paper,
again with no wear.
What is important concerning typefaces, is
that anything that can be photographed, can be
printed in this manner. This means that a
handwritten message, a typewritten sentence,
or a piece of previously printed matter can be
copied and printed exactly.
Offset printing, which has in many ways
proved more versatile, simpler and cheaper
than letterpress printing, especially in repro
ducing illustrations, has also made cold-type
production an important part of the printing
industry. In fact, giving matters a reverse twist,
the advantages of cold type have proved so
great that letterpress manufacturers have now
invented ways to use cold type in producing
new kinds of raised-letter plates.
New machines were invented that could also
reshape the letters in various ways. It could
make them grow taller, shrink, stretch out,
curve, and any other various distortion that
mind could conceive. Photographic distortions
can create new letter forms that are, in effect,
additional family members of a typeface.
Photography is a potent tool for creating type
faces. A good creative mind can ma"ke literally
infinite numbers of family variants and
broaden the assortment of type faces
considerable.
To create a new matrice all that is needed is
some kind of hand lettering and a set of nega
tives can be made for photosetting. In other
words, instant matrices. In fact, thousands of
new typefaces have been made in just a few
years, perhaps as many as were created in
metal type inthe whole history of printing.
The manufacturers of hot metal typecasting
composition machines are now also making
photo-setters which use negatives instead of
molds. They turn out copy for platemaking
either in strips or sheets on paper or in photo
graphic negative form. In other words, they
produce letters that look exactly like typewith
out any use of metal type, or even typematrices.
So far, mostly standard type faces have
been used for photographic designs. Gradually,
improvements are being made in the printing
industry concerning typefaces. For instance,
letters fit together better, and can handle the
kerning problem more easily.
In the most advanced stages of photosetting,
computers process the composing tape and
the ultimate goal is a fully automated system
which can make corrections and set type faster
than any man can.
Photosetting has opened the door to type
design and change to individuals that in the
pastwould never had the opportunity to design
typeforms. More inovative and new methods
of using and displaying type have been tried
over the last few years than over the last century
Image Descriptions
i Letters designed lor automatic reading and
display on video-screens by W Crowel,
Holland
2 Lumizip Photosetter Production speed of
ihe Lumizip Is between ZOO and 600 charac
ters persecond Point sizeavailableare6-14
3 Example of mid twenliolh century typo
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